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ABSTRACT

The rapid assessment of infrastructure following extreme weather or seismic events is important to ensure the
stability of structures before their continued use. This work presents an amplitude compensation technique for
accurate acceleration measurements formulated for unmanned aerial vehicle’s (UAV) deliverable sensor packages.
These packages are designed for measuring the acceleration of structures, for instance, railroad bridges and power
transmission towers. Current technology for structural health monitoring is expensive, stationary, and requires
maintenance by certified personnel. These attributes prevent rapid assessment of remote and hard-to-reach
structures. Low-cost, UAV-delivered sensor packages are an ideal solution due to their ability to be deployed
on a large scale in a timely manner; cutting down on cost and the danger affiliated with structural health
monitoring following extreme and hazardous events. One challenge to this approach is that the UAV deployable
sensor package consists of several systems, including mounting hardware, embedded electronics, and energy
storage that result in a loss of transmissibility between the structure and the package’s accelerometer. This
work proposes a frequency response-based filter to isolate the structure’s vibration signature from interference
caused by the sensor package itself. Utilizing an input-output relationship between the sensor package and a
calibrated reference accelerometer, a model transfer function is constructed. Compensation is performed in the
post-processing stage using the inverse transfer function model. This approach is shown to enhance the signal-to-
noise ratio by 1.2 dB, an increase of 7.17%. This work investigates algorithm robustness and sensitivity to noise
across the sensor package’s bandwidth of 6-20 Hz. A discussion on the limitations of the system is provided.

Keywords: Structural health monitoring, UAV deployable sensor, Transfer function filter, sensor node, sensor
networks

1. INTRODUCTION

In structural health monitoring, current systems operate as a mounted cluster of sensors permanently fixed onto
and around the structure in question.1 These systems are typically installed later by specialists with dedicated
instruments and vehicles as they are rarely considered during the structure’s construction. This procedure is
very time-consuming and cost-ineffective, as the sensing systems can’t be removed when not in use and their
maintenance is as complex as the installation process. While traditional manual methods for sensor deployments
have certain advantages, their use is challenging in remote locations and hard-to-reach structures where access
to specialized vehicles for deployment is limited, or in safety-critical situations that limit options for human
interaction with the structure.
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The UAV-deployable sensor system considered in this work is a low-cost microelectromechanical system
(MEMS) alternative2 that is independently powered and compact enough to be aerially deployed to remote test
sites, otherwise inaccessible by conventional methods. UAV deployment of an early-stage prototype package was
demonstrated by Carroll et al.3 Utilizing an electropermanent magnet, the sensor packages can be mounted
onto any metal surface on the structure being tested with minimal evasive effects4 and can withstand long
deployment periods due to the independent power system onboard. This system monitors the power consumption
while conserving energy by turning off non-vital parts of the sensor package when not in use. The package uses
additional sensors to measure environmental parameters along with the vibration signature of the structure being
inspected. Data is stored in onboard memory while a wireless system is used for data retrieval on demand.

This sensing system offers ease of use, high mobility, and low cost. Important parameters for the deployment
of widespread sensing networks in structural health monitoring applications. Rapid inspection can be made
possible by deploying multiple packages that work in tandem to, more accurately, quantify damage from the
vibration signature of the structure. With the aid of a UAV system, the sensor packages can be placed in vital
locations where damage is suspected to occur.5 Once deployed, the challenge becomes detecting the low-energy
signals that are of interest when investigating damage.

In this work, a transfer function-based filter is proposed to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio (SNRdB) of the
sensor package’s accelerometer. Using a known excitation signal and an input-output relationship between two
accelerometers a filter can be modeled to attenuate interference and transmissibility losses.6 The filter designed
in this work utilized a comparison between the MEMS accelerometer, onboard the deployable sensor package,
and a reference lab-grade piezoelectric accelerometer. The comparison focus on the sensor package’s sensitivity
in the lower frequency range (up to 20 Hz) as those frequencies are typically found in large structures.7 The
contributions of this work are twofold. First, a transfer function-based filtering approach is formulated for
use with UAV-deployable sensor packages, secondly, the considered UAV-deployable sensor package is validated
against a reference accelerometer for the frequency range of DC to 20 Hz.

2. SENSOR DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT

This section reports on the previously developed sensor package hardware, the data collection algorithm, and
the complementary UAV deployment and retrieval system. Additionally, information on the mathematical
formulation of the transmissibility filter along with its experimental procedure is also covered.

2.1 UAV-DEPLOYABLE SENSOR PACKAGE

Figure 1. (a) Sensor package deployment under a pedestrian bridge, (B) MEMS accelerometer onboard the sensor package.

The previously developed UAV deployable sensor package was designed with high mobility in mind as its weight
and footprint had to be optimized for aerial delivery with payload limitations. Power and memory storage
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systems had to be incorporated into the design in anticipation of long deployment missions in remote areas
where charging or offloading data is not possible. A wireless subsystem along with data management and error
handling algorithm was incorporated as well to enable the package to transmit data upon request from the user,8

gaining an advantage over wired systems. With the main goal being vibration sensing, a sturdy contact with the
structure is vital so a strong electropermanent magnet, with minimal power consumption, was adopted. Finally,
the electronics and frame of the package were designed with minimizing transmissibility losses in mind because
of the low-power ambient vibration signals to be measured. The data gathered using such a system provides
insight into structures’ vibration signature and their natural frequencies, which carries information about the
state of such structures.9

Figure 2. Block diagram depicting the various subsystems onboard the sensor package.

The sensor package’s processor consists of the ARM Cortex-M7 onboard the Teensy 4.0. This high-performance
microcontroller, with its 600 MHz clock and the serial peripheral interface (SPI) communication protocol, enables
high-speed data collection up to 28 kS/s. An SCA3300-D01 MEMS accelerometer (manufactured by Murata)
was mounted onto a custom PCB with its placement optimized to limit transmissibility losses. This PCB is
directly fixed to the frame of the electropermanent magnet, which is assumed to provide the best acceleration
transmissibility from the structure, as shown in Figure 1(b). The electropermanent magnet (EPM V3R5C manu-
factured by NicaDrone) is used due to its low power consumption; only drawing significant power when switching
states (1000 mA for 0.75-1.2 s). During data collection, a sample size of 74,000 samples is recorded temporarily
onto the Teensy 4.0’s buffer to then be transferred to nonvolatile memory (SD card) for long-term storage, a
process that requires approximately 3.288 s. With packages being required to deploy for up to 1 week at a time,
a power monitoring and control system was developed to periodically measure the onboard Lithium polymer
battery voltage and turn off all parts of the system that are not in use. This aids in extending the battery
life to the desired deployment period. The sensor package is fitted with a wireless transceiver (NRF24L01 by
Nordic Semiconductor) which enables the sensor package to send stored data and package status (power and
memory capacity) on-demand and receive commands to disengage the magnet during retrieval. The System’s
hardware is then fitted into a 3D printed frame that fits into a standard 2” diameter PVC pipe to shield the
delicate electronics from the elements during operation. Sensor package circuit with key components annotated
is shown in Figure 2 and 3. The code was developed on the Arduino integrated development environment which
is compatible with the Teensy 4.0 microcontroller used.
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Figure 3. Hardware components for the UAV-deployable sensor package removed from the protective frame.

With the goal being mass deployment in remote and hard-to-reach locations, a UAV system was developed
to allow the user to approach the structure with ease without the need for highly trained personnel and heavy
machinery. The drone used in this work incorporates a deployment harness which included an additional electrop-
ermanent magnet and guiding rails. This system further increases safety and ease of use as it guides the sensor
package to the mount during retrieval. The onboard electropermanent magnet aids in securing the retrieved
package in place before disengaging the package’s magnet and flying back to base as shown in figure 4.3

Figure 4. Package retrieval mission depicted in three frames (a) UAV approach (b) UAV contact (c) successful retrieval.
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Figure 5. Sensor package deployment mission algorithm breakdown.

During normal operation, the code will start by initializing the magnet signaling the start of a deployment
mission. Acceleration data is then periodically collected according to a preset schedule. Each set of data is first
collected in the buffer to enable high sampling rates as vibration signature-based algorithms used in structural
health monitoring require high time-domain accuracy. After a maximum sample set of 74,000 samples is collected,
the data is then transferred onto the SD card. The code then signals standby mode which turns all modules off
aside from the microcontroller and the wireless module. Those two modules remain on, in case communication
with the package needs to be established. When communication is established, a user can request information
about the operating conditions of the package, retrieve stored data, send IO commands to the magnet which
signals the end of a deployment. A flow chart of the package’s algorithm is shown in Figure 5.
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2.2 FILTER DESIGN

The sensor package’s filter is developed through a transfer function-based approach. In this approach, an input-
output relation is acquired using frequency sweep excitation, also referred to as Chirp. Utilizing the input-output
relationship, a model of the plant being studied can be created. Assumptions about the nature of the system
have to be made during the modeling process. In this case, the system was considered to be a causal minimal
phase system, Gp(s). When Gp(s) is inversed, a filter with the inverse characteristics of the plant’s frequency
response is acquired. Using this filter, the influence of the plant is attenuated, with the true input obtained using
only the output of Gp(s). The control scheme of the system is shown in figure 6.

Figure 6. Control scheme of the inverse transfer function filter.

In order to acquire the transmissibility transfer function Gp(s) of the sensor package’s frame, the sensor
package is placed on an electromagnetic shaker along with a lab-grade accelerometer (model 393B04 from PCB
Piezoelectric) to be used as reference. A Chirp excitation was used to obtain the sensor package’s frequency
response where the electromagnetic shaker was used to frequency sweep in the bandwidth of DC to 20 Hz,
the frequency range relevant in large structures. In this approach, the input-output relation of the reference
accelerometer to the sensor package’s onboard accelerometer is recorded using a data acquisition system and
then processed offline. The two sets of data are imported, synchronized, and interpolated to the same time scale.
A model of the transmissibility of vibration through the sensor package is acquired with an acceptable level of
correlation, the assumption that the inverse of the plant is stable when switching the zeros and poles’ location
had to be made for this approach to be successful. When setting the model parameters, only the frequency
components between DC and 20 Hz were considered as this will further filter out the undesired high frequencies
that may be present. The plant transfer function Gp(s) is then inversed; creating a filter transfer function
Gp−1(s). When the sensor package data is fed through the designed filter, unity gain is established, where the
filter attenuates the influence of the sensor package’s frame on the acceleration that the onboard accelerometer
registers. This enhances the sensor package’s signal-to-noise ratio by reducing the transmissibility losses through
the frame of the package.

Figure 7. Sensor package frequency response experimental setup with labeled key components.

Utilizing the experimental setup shown in Figure 7, any extra influence of a structure was eliminated as the
focus of this experiment was to study the effect of the sensor package frame on the overall transmissibility of
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acceleration, from the immediate source (electromagnetic shaker) to the sensor package’s onboard accelerometer.
With the results of this experiment, an input-output relation was investigated to see where most transmissibility
losses occur on the frequency spectrum. The Chirp approach chosen for the excitation signal made examining
the bandwidth of DC to 20 Hz more feasible, as this type of excitation has a start and end frequency with no
components beyond that window.

Figure 8. Normalized Chirp excitation signal: (a) time domain; (b) frequency domain plots.

Figure 9. Benchtop experiment comparison between pre and post filter performance in the: (a) time domain; (b) frequency
domain with respect to a reference accelerometer.

In this approach, a Chirp signal was constructed using equation 1 as shown in figure 8. Where f0 is the initial
frequency (0.1 Hz) and f1 is the end frequency (21 Hz). T is the length of the test, which lasted 40 s, dictated
by the size of the buffer onboard the sensor package, which collects approximately 45 seconds worth of data at
a sample rate of 1650 samples per second totaling 74,000 samples.

x(t) = sin(1 + 2π(
(f1 − f0)

2T
)t2 + f0t) (1)

Utilizing the Chirp signal, the experiment was conducted and data from both the reference and package
accelerometers were used in the modeling process. After interpolating the data and using the input-output
relationship, a third-order s-domain transfer function was constructed then inversed as shown in equation 2. As
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demonstrated in Figure 9, the sensor package’s data is fed through the filter transfer function validating the
method.

Gp−1(s) =
s3 + 668.8s2 + 2.937 ∗ 104s+ 3.58 ∗ 104

1.123s3 + 652.1s2 + 3.067 ∗ 104s+ 7.393 ∗ 104
(2)

To accurately evaluate the performance of the constructed filter, the signal-to-noise ratio, in decibels, was
adopted as a metric. SNRdB was utilized to compare the condition of the measured acceleration signal, prior
and post-filtering, to gauge the noise rejection capabilities of the filter. SNRdB was calculated as the ratio of
the summed squared magnitude of the measured signal S(i) to the summed squared magnitude of the noise N(i)
taken on a log scale as shown in equation 3.10

SNRdB = 10 log10(
Σ74000

i=1 (S(i))2

Σ74000
i=1 (N(i))2

) (3)

3. TESTING AND VALIDATION APPARATUS

Figure 10. Structure test setup with labeled key components.

In the validation stage, a steel test structure was constructed with a data acquisition system capable of triggering
both the sensor package and reference accelerometer simultaneously, generating an excitation signal to be routed
to the electromagnetic shaker, and finally recording reference acceleration for later processing. The experiments
were conducted using the test apparatus shown in Figure 10. Both the reference accelerometer and sensor
package were hard-wired to the data acquisition trigger to ensure minimal latency when triggering. Chirp-driven
excitation was used to examine the filter’s performance with the same input used in the modeling process. By
investigating the same input excitation, with and without a test structure, a true metric of the filter’s performance
can be determined.
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Using the data gathered from the benchtop and test structure experiments, the filter was implemented using
MATLAB’s system identification toolbox v9.15.11 With the inverse plant transfer function determined, the raw
sensor package, filtered signal, in addition to the reference acceleration were examined. As shown in Figure 11,
the time domain plot indicates that the filtered signal traces the reference with high correlation, additionally, in
the frequency domain, it is shown that the filter enhances the signal in the range of 6-20 Hz. When investigating
error percentage as shown in Figure 12, it is shown that error is considered negligible between 6-14 Hz (<0.4%).
Moreover, when the signal to noise ratio of the time domain signal is obtained, it is found that an increase of 1.2
dB was established, a 7.17% enhancement from the raw sensor package data. Diminishing returns of the filter can
be observed in the range below 5 Hz, where it is speculated that the analog to digital converter (ADC) onboard
the sensor package’s accelerometer does not have the adequate resolution to detect the low-energy signal found
in lower frequencies. The results shown in Figures 11 and 12 are a comparison of filter performance with package
pre-filter being the raw sensor data and package post-filter being the final result after applying the inverse plant
transfer function to the raw data.

Figure 11. Structure test comparison between pre and post filter performance in the: (a) time domain; (b) frequency
domain with respect to a reference accelerometer.

Figure 12. Pre and post filtering frequency domain error percentage in the bandwidth of: (a) 0-20 Hz; (b) 5-20 Hz.
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Table 1. Signal to noise ratio report of the Chirp-based filter applied to the test structure’s data.

Pre-filter SNR 16.74 dB -

Post-filter SNR 17.94 dB -

SNR increase 1.2 dB 7.17%

5. CONCLUSION

In this work, the design of a low-cost high mobility structural health monitoring system is presented. From
sensor package design and testing to UAV deployment mission experiments and finally, a frequency response
filter is implemented to compensate for the loss of transmissibility between the structure and the onboard
accelerometer, caused by the sensor package’s frame. Experimental results demonstrated that the filter provided
a 7.17% enhancement over the raw sensor package data with significant improvement in the accuracy of the sensor
package between 6 and 14 Hz. The performance limitation seen in the range below 5 Hz is attributed to multiple
factors including shortcomings in the analog to digital resolution, noise band level, and the transmissibility of
vibrations through the electropermanent magnet. Future work on this system includes further improvement on
the accelerometer signal conditioning and extending the ADC resolution to meet the required threshold.
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